TOP HOME PRODUCTS
PUT YOUR BRAND IN THE BUSIEST ROOM IN THE HOUSE!
Adult Americans spend an average of 3-5 hours per day in the kitchen. There is
no better place to put a useful kitchen product, where the ad message is seen
on a regular basis and gives a great return on investment.

Oven Mitt

Item No: OM200

Digital Kitchen/Grilling Thermometer
This handy digital kitchen thermometer will take the guess-work out of knowing
when dinner is ready. The instant-read thermometer has a temperature range
of 122 degrees to 572 degrees Fahrenheit. It displays in Celsius or Fahrenheit. It
has a 6 inch stainless steel probe and a 10 minute auto shut-off to preserve the
battery. It comes with one LR44 replaceable battery and instructions in a plastic
tube. CE certified.
Colors Available: Black

Comfortable oven mitt with
soft cotton terry cloth inside
and silver heat-resistant back.
Hanging loop for convenient
storage. This item has been
third party tested to withstand
temperatures up to 500 F.
Colors Available: Black, Royal
Blue, Red Stripes

$ 7.06

$ 6.11

Item No: HW23TH

Min Quantity 50

Frosted Silicone Oven Mitt
Item No: OM208S

Min Quantity 75

*

Finger Mitt

Item No: IM104

These trendy oven mitts feature frosted silicone over the popular chevron
or striped material. Also great for opening jars. The oven mitt can be worn
on the left or right hand. This item has been third party tested to withstand
temperatures up to 500 F.
Colors Available: Black Stripe, Blue Chevron, Burgundy Stripe, Lime Chevron

Finger Mitt protects your hand with a thumb and finger pocket of soft terry
cloth on one side and grey heat resistant back. Hanging loop for easy and
convenient storage. Great item for the lunchroom or kitchen. This item has been
third party tested to withstand temperatures up to 500 F.
Colors Available: Black, Blue, Red

$ 8.87

$ 3.68

Min Quantity 75

*Shown with optional full color imprint

Good through 12/31/18. Set-up charge: $55.00. Includes 1 location, 1 standard imprint. FOB MN.
All pricing in USD. Additional quantities, complete product information, full color additional
charges, available.

Min Quantity 150
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Kitchen Scissor
Item No: HW64KS

It features a stainless steel blade for a quick slicing of the
apple. Dishwasher safe. Not for use in the microwave.
Colors Available: Red

Make food preparations
easier and faster! Use
for cutting of meat, poultry
or vegetables. High quality
corrosion resistant scissor with
built in bottle opener and a serrated
section that works great on tough to
open sealed bottles or even cracking
nuts! Comfortable easy-grip handles for
both right and left handed chefs. Sheath
to protect the blades and you! The sheath
is magnetic and allows you to place it
conveniently on the fridge or any metal
surface for quick access.
Colors Available: Grey

$ 3.21

$ 4.75

Apple Slicer

Item No: HW29AS

Min Quantity 150

Min Quantity 150

*

Magnetic back

Veggie Brush/Peeler

Magnetic Bottle Opener Coaster

Prep your veggies with the sturdy construction with stainless steel blade and
nylon bristles. Three functions - scrub brush, pointed tip for potato eye removal
and a vegetable peeler. Comfy, slip resistant handle for right or left-handed users.
Hand washing recommended. FDA approved.
Colors Available: Grey

Three in one handy party tool! The large imprint area gives you maximum ad
exposure. With its handy magnet it will be in prominent viewing on the fridge.
It features a bottle opener and is also a coaster with a rubber base that protects
the surface from moisture.
Colors Available: White

$ 2.41

$ 2.01

Item No: HW48VB

Min Quantity 150
Good through 12/31/18. Set-up charge: $55.00. Includes 1 location, 1 standard imprint. FOB MN.
All pricing in USD. Additional quantities, complete product information, full color additional
charges, available.

Item No: HW47BC

Min Quantity 150

*Shown with optional full color imprint

